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SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED
1. This Appeal is based on, the Appellant's denial of eligibility for DMR services.
(D1)
2, The Appellant,is a
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oung man who lives a
asSathuSetts (A2, tenkty

3. Three (3) evaluations of the Appellant's intellectual functioning before the age of
eighteen (18) were entered into evidence (D10, D12, and D13)

One (1) evaluation aft* APpellant's intellectual functioning after the age of
eighteen (18) was;entered into evidence (D2)
5. Tw (2) Adaptive Behavior Assessments were entered into evidence. (D11, A2)
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MA. AttliOnghShe" did not report the Verbal, Performance or Full Scale .IQ scores, she
did report that the Appellant scored in the Low Average Range on the Verbal Scale (21st
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9. When- the Appellant was sixteen (16) years of age he was again tested by Denise

Carver. He was referred to her for a reevaluation in order to update testing and assess his
cognitive development. At that time the Appellant was in the ninth grade at the ConcordCatiisle Regional High School and was in the Pathways Program. The Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children-Third Edition (WISC-111) was administered by Ms.
Carver. She did not report the Verbal, Performance or Full Scale scores that the
chant receive on thetest but she did state that on the Verbal Scale he scored in the
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Inpletecl the Adult Form o•the Adaptive Beha.vior Assessment
SYstem AIMS) In reviewing this document it would appear that the APpeilant has
significant adaptive deficits in every area of his life. Communication, Community Use,
lfforne Living, Health and Safety, Self-Care, and Self-direction are the most
compromised. (D11)
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12. On January 8, 2004 when the Appellant was nineteen (19) years, eleven (11)
months of age Robert W. Kantiman, Ph.D. completed the Vineland Adaptive Behavior
Scales. The results shOWed that the Appellant's adaptive skills were loW with age
equivalents of between 3.3 years (PersOnal Daily Living Skills) and 8.1 years (Written
ommunieation) In his Sunimary, Dr, Kauffman stated that the results suggest that the
Appellant's currentaclaPilve functioning falls generally well within the parameters of
mental retardation. He . also noted that these results fall considerably below what would
e:predicted. froth his kill Scale IQ (81). He went on to say that some of this variability

be aq914ineti for b)7.1 40iltkons on his development of adaptive skills imposed by
ysautOnornia. ile61SO pointed out that it is important to note that the
roiiniard mental/adaptive age of adults with mental retardation is from 8 to 11 years
thafthe Appellant clearly falls within these parameters. (A2, A3)
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Ms.testified that the Appellant doesn't have a clue how to take care of himself..
He ddesn wipe himself when ,going to the toilet. He grinds is teeth and has broken teeth
and receding gums. I -le can dress himself bin not well He needs prompting on what to
wear. He learned to tie his shoes in eighth grade but can do so only when the laces are
soft and of the right length. He needs help with zipping and buttoning. He's 5'1." and
weighs 110 pounds. He doesn't know how to cook or prepare food. He needs a lot of
calOries. He drinks two (2) twine Pluses each day. He can pour Ensure into a cup. He
eats with a mirror so he can tell where to put the food. He must use plastic spoons and
Tupperware so he won't damage his teeth. He can't make his bed, shop for groceries or
plan meals. He does not have the ability to administer first aid when he is injured. He
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He recognizeSthe need for ParaMeter&bUt stated that there are individuals with IQs of 56
that are higher fiinctiOtiing than the Appellant. He went onto say that there are multiple
causes of mental retard4tion and that the Appellant's deficits have a lot to do with his
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When asked aboUt the . Appellant's Full Scale IQ score of 81, Dr. Kauffman questioned
how pitch assiStonee''Vias given and if perhaps'the Appellant was given more time than
usual on the timed portions of the test. He opined thatthe score of 81 May be an
overestimate of the Appellant's intellectual ability. (Testimony of Stuart KaUffman, A 2,
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
After a careful review of all of the evidence and despite his obvious need for continuing
supportS, I find that the Appellant has failed to show by a preponderance of the evidence
that he meets the DMR eligibility criteria. My Specific reasons are as follows:
In order to be eligible for DMR supports, an individual who is 18 years of age or older
must meet the three criteria set forth at 115 CMR 6.03: (a) he must be domiciled in the

onweal he must be a, person with Mental Retardation as defined in 115 CMR
e must
St)edall2ed SUpports iti three or more of the follOwing
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ellant rs not "mentally retarded" as that term is used, in statute and
on of eligibility tbr DMR supports. I gave the most weight
score set out
e re opt of Pr. Castro and Dr. Wiseman. This Full Scale IQ
score`of 81 indiCates that the,Aiipowit is functioning within the Low Average range.
er report's of I testing and the report of his Academie AChievement are consistent
is level of intellectual` ability. I was not persuaded by Dr katiffinan's opinion that
e-Appellant s-I score of 81 may be,an overestimation of his intellecttial functioning.
at SCor0WaS cOriSiStent With other testing and with the testers° reports .of the
Appellant's intellectual functioning. There was no evidence to suggest that the Appellant
was given assistance in reaching his answers that he was given more time to complete the
timed portions of the test. While there was a great deal of evidence presented relative to
the Appellant's functional-limitations and his need for continuing supports, I did not give
cOnsideration to such evidence in reaching my determination because I found that the
weight of the evidence presented relative to the Appellant's intellectual functioning
shoWed that the Appellant does not have significantly subaverage intellectual
funcfioning. Because the Appellant failed to show by a preponderance of the evidence
that he Met the criteria of the first prong of the three pronged AAMR definition of mental
retardation, I did not find it necessary to consider the Appellant's functional limitations in
reaching my decision. Functional limitations can result from a variety of conditions.
Unless the weight of the evidence shows that an individual has significantly sub-average
intellectual functioning, it is not necessary to give consideration to such functional
;
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